ABSTRACT Clustering prior to regression analysis improves the accuracy of prediction in clinical decision making. However, most previously described methods focused on numerical data only. This paper investigated how well textual features can improve the accuracy of regression predictions. Preliminary diagnosis, diagnosis summary, and drug names used in prescriptions as provided in the MIMIC II dataset were used to derive textual features. We proposed the bag-of-entities indexing method, which relies on named entity recognition, a machine learning technique used for locating and identifying words into predefined classes. The proposed technique captured meaningful phrases from texts in health records and represented them in numerical vector format. Dimensionality of the data space was reduced using principal component analysis. The additional well-tuned textual features were then combined with existing numerical features in using cluster-boosted regression to predict patient mortality in ICU. The experimental results showed prediction improvement obtained from textual features over the use of numerical features only. We found that using the proposed indexing method outperformed traditional word-vector representation approaches (bag-of-words and bag-of-bigrams) as well as a state-of-the-art approach (Doc2vec) in terms of resulting accuracy in predicting death status. Moreover, instead of directly interpreting, the identifiable individual features were grouped into types and summarized. The summarized de-identified data of textual features handled by the proposed framework can support predictive classification while also reducing privacy concerns. Grouping of similar patients based on their electronic health records also benefits physicians through the improved differential diagnosis and effective treatment planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although physician's decisions are influenced by previous cases they have seen [1] , performing diagnosis and treatment physicians generally rely on electronically stored information [2] . Ideally, Electronic Health Records (EHRs) should be shared across many health-care providers and organizations, so that the EHR database or repository can support several care-related activities, enabling caregivers to make better decisions.
The use of systematic dependencies and implicit knowledge embedded in EHRs to predict mortality in the Intensive
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Care Unit (ICU) is one of important research topics. Prediction of patient mortality is valuable to hospitals and clinicians who care for ICU patients. Moreover, automated identification of high-risk patients could help organizations allocate resources more efficiently and save more lives [3] . Accordingly, in this research we use the patient mortality prediction as a case study in data analytics in EHRs to support clinical decision making.
One of the key issues in EHR sharing is that only allowed providers have the authority to access a copy of a patient record. It is therefore a tradeoff between clinical decision making and confidentiality or privacy constraints. Data mining plays an important role in big data analytics of EHR repositories. Chignell et al. [2] addressed the question: how can summarized de-identified data support clinical decision-making while preserving privacy constraints. Researchers reduced individuality in original identifiable attributes by grouping individuals into types. This summarized-data methodology makes re-identifying individual records difficult because there is no way to retrieve the original individual data from summarized data. Therefore, it is feasible to share summarized personal health information across different health data repositories of many organizations without privacy violations. Rouzbahman et al. [4] performed cluster analysis to partition patients into similar groups. They then predicted patient mortality and length of stay in the ICU using regression prediction for each cluster.
Clustering patients based on their similarity of EHRs not only facilitates application development in clinical decision making, but also addresses privacy constraints. The wide range of patient types and variety of medical contexts make physicians meet difficulty, so preliminary grouping similar patients may be a helpful strategy. However, the previously described methods focused on numerical data only. The use of textual data is seen as being problematic, since certain textual data, such as physician's notes, can pose privacy issues [2] . In addition, textual data cannot be directly used for statistical analyses, unless converted into numerical form. Although domain experts can evaluate and interpret textual data, the reliability of the data may be questionable [4] .
Ideally, data mining models would also incorporate the textual features that are available in EHRs. This paper addresses the problem of how textual features can be used to improve the accuracy of predictions made by clustering prior regression with respect to patient mortality in the ICU. We propose entity-based indexing, a machine learning based approach, as an advance over traditional word vector representation. In what we believe to be the first time this approach has been used for regression analysis of EHR data. The method we used relies on Named Entity Recognition (NER) [5] , a machine-learning text-mining technique. It delimits textual boundaries of an interesting word, and classifies the entity according to its association with predefined classes. This means that the number of words or tokens corresponding to an entity is not fixed.
Novel contributions include the proposed text-based indexing method with the ability in capturing phrases or meaningful units. We can efficiently transform the text information of EHRs into numerical form against the traditional and state-ofthe-art methods i.e. Bag-of-Words (BoW), Bag-of-Bigrams (BoB) [6] , and Doc2vec [7] . Cluster boosting (with textual feature) also can significantly improve predictions made by regression analysis (a clinical decision-making case). The paper includes a number of technical innovations concerning the incorporation of textual features into the cluster-boosted regression such as feature selection, and exporting health data without privacy violation. This paper is structured as follows. In section II, we briefly review some backgrounds and related works. In section III, we analyze and describe the materials used in this work.
We explain the proposed word vector representation, feature selection, cluster-boosted regression, as well as evaluation setting. Section IV shows experimental results of the proposed methods. Section V discusses on the results and limitations. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and introduces future works.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first review related works of clustering in clinical decision support. We then explore traditional and state-of-the-art indexing and term weighting methods. Finally, the main concepts used in our proposed method are explained including named entity recognition and feature selections. An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a systematized collection of a patient's health information in a digital format [8] . The EHR generally includes key administrative clinical data, such as demographics, medication (history), vital signs, laboratory data, as well as information about particular caregivers. As such, data analytics need to be able to manipulate both numerical and textual data. One of the ongoing research in decision support and data mining, studying on EHRs, is mortality prediction of ICU patients. For instance, a related work [9] studied risk of ICU patients after hospital discharge compared to mortality of the general population. Identifying hospitalized patients with high risk heart problems was proposed by a previous work [10] in a kind of real-time electronic predictive model. A research of Tabak et al. [11] found that building clinical models with numerical laboratory data and supplemented administrative data can provide excellent risk adjustment for inpatient mortality. A recent work [12] established a modified deep rule-based fuzzy model, combining static and temporal information of variables, to predict mortality of patients in MIMIC III intensive care dataset.
A widely used data mining technique for implementation of clinical decision support tools is clustering. Clinicians can use information about clusters of patients as an additional factor in decision making. Data presentations of similar patients is a promising complementary method, which can support clinical decision making with the current patient [13] , and can be achieved without additional effort from domain experts. Rouzbahman et al. [4] performed clustering and predicted patient mortality and length of stay in the ICU using regression analysis for each cluster. Grouping similar patients into cohorts and using temporal projection of that cohorts, Ebadollahi et al. [14] can predict the trajectory planning of a patient's physiological data. In ICU setting, the decision support for near-term prognostics can provide important intuitive visions to physicians. Applying clustering algorithms to EHRs to find similarity of cohort of patient can help physicians to identify who is similar to a particular patient, Gotz et al. [15] .
The majority of relevant past works, however, has only focused on structured data and numerical data, (e.g. medications, lab tests, microbiology tests, and medical diagnosis codes. This is the lacks of textual features in data analytics of EHRs. In this paper, we examined whether textual features can be used to improve the accuracy of ICU mortality predictions made by cluster-boosted regression. Therefore, unstructured informative data in EHRs (the text), must be systematically converted into numerical data, so that it is in a form that data mining procedures can use.
The preliminary challenge of data mining with textual data is determining how to represent textual data in a numerical form. Generally, indexing and term weighting methods [6] are the two major tasks related to text representation. Indexing involves extracting unique terms and phrases in documents. In this paper, a document refers to an EHR representing a patient's information. Term weighting, as used in this study, takes into account the number of times a term appears in a document and associated weights are adjusted according to the background frequency of the term in the data set, so as to more accurately assess the importance of the term in the current document.
Traditionally, using a BoW approach, term occurrence indexing extracts distinct terms occurring in documents of a corpus in order to build a term index. Extracted features of BoW are usually associated with single tokens. However, a token-based approach does not capture phrases or multiword features, and splitting text into individual tokens may overlook semantic relations between words. BoB is widely used as a supplemented representation for the BoW indexing. Using bigrams of words, the textual features can be represented by a sequence of two adjacent words (pairs of consequent words) from a string of tokens. Tan et al. [16] and Zhang and Lee [17] reported better results when using bigrams versus BoW in text categorization. However, Diederich et al. [18] showed that the relatively simple BoW approach outperformed an approach that used unigrams and bigrams of functional words. There are two possible approaches for incorporating bigrams into BoW: 1) include bigrams as well as unigrams, 2) exclude unigrams from the representation and use bigrams only. Bekkerman et al. [19] suggested that the BoW representation may be just as powerful as the BoB representation. The statistically significant improvement has never been reported by research groups that employed bigrams in their document representations.
The term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [20] is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how important a term m is to a document n in a document collection or corpus. Term frequency (TF) is simply counting the number of occurrences of a term in a document. Unlike the binary-based term frequency that denotes only presence (1) or absence (0) of a term, the value of TF in this case can take on any positive integer value. Thus, TF may indicate which term might be more important in a document. Sometime, normalization is needed to minimize the effect of longer and shorter documents. The inverse document frequency (IDF) is a measure of how much information the term m provides, i.e., if it is common or rare across all documents. The IDF penalizes terms that appear frequently in other documents to ensure that the terms represent document specific concepts rather than concepts that appear across the corpus generally. The TF-IDF value increases proportionally to the number of times a term m appears in the document n and is offset by the number of documents in the corpus that contain the term.
Some interesting indexing methods include Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Ghassemi et al. [21] proposed the successful mortality prediction in ICU using concept-discovery indexing techniques. Recently, an efficient neural network approach, learning high-quality embedding or indexing for paragraphs or documents, was proposed namely Doc2vec. This indexing method was explored that it outperformed LDA and LSA, in a previous work [22] . One of advantages of Doc2vec is that it can overcome the weakness of BoW indexing which contains high density of features [23] .
There are two architectures within doc2vec: 1) distributed bag of words which creates a sliding window around a current word to predict that word from the surrounding words. In this case, each word is represented as a feature vector. After training, these vectors become the word vectors. In this architecture, the order of words in the document is ignored. 2) Instead of predicting one word for each time, the architecture of distributed memory version of paragraph vector uses 1 word to predict all surrounding words. In the second case, the context word vectors are typically averaged. In our research, we followed the first configuration of Doc2vec, which was empirically evaluated that more suitable than the second configuration [24] .
NER is normally a machine-learning based approach, and Conditional Random Field (CRF) is a widely used algorithm in this task. For instance, Stanford NER [25] is a Java implementation of linear chain CRF discriminative sequence models. CRF-based NER can deal with spelling variations in entity names, and can recognize new or unknown entities. This approach is suitable especially for identifying long and variant entities. A limitation of machine-learning based approach is the fact that it needs sufficient training data or a corpus, where items are labeled by the categories of interest. NER has been widely used in various domains. Targeting the MIMIC III critical care database, a related work [26] applied the NER technique to recognize drug names and clinical concepts. In general domain, CoNLL-2003 [5] is an NER corpus, which considers four types of named entities: persons, locations, organizations and other miscellaneous entities not belonging to the previous three groups. To the best of our knowledge, what we proposed is the first work looking at NER utilization in indexing and regression analysis of EHR data.
A major problem of textual features used in data mining process is their high dimensionality due to a large number of terms, causing further computational complexity. Thus, we chose to use a well-known method to construct a data processing pipeline. We first explored feature selection using the Information Gain (IG) method [27] . It is a simple and fast feature selection method. The basic idea involves computing the score for each feature to reflect discrimination between classes, then sorting features according to this score, and retaining the features with the highest ranking. The IG has been used frequently [29] , [30] , and [31] , and in text classification, it outperforms other methods [32] including mutual information, the Chi-squared statistic, and document frequency. Prior research [33] indicated that IG provides robust results that do not show any sensitivity to the number of features selected. However, a fair comparison of different feature spaces may be questionable; therefore, a dimensional reduction using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [28] to explore the amount of variance may be used instead.
The purpose of PCA in data mining is to derive a reduced number of explanatory features that are linear combinations of the observed (given) variables. The largest eigenvalue (source of variation) is represented by the first principal component (eigenvector), with subsequent principal components being orthogonal to the first principal component and to each other. PCA transforms the original data space into a feature space where the features are uncorrelated. Since principal components are extracted in order, by amount of variance explained, later components may account for only small amounts of variance and have limited descriptive power. Common approaches for selecting the number of components to retain in PCA include the Kaiser criterion [34] , which retains the components having an eigenvalue greater than 1, or setting a threshold on the cumulative percentage of variance [35] to be accounted for, e.g., 80%.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The purpose of this research is to study the effectiveness of different representation methods in textual feature indexing. In this section, we first introduce the three types of variables used in our case study on the impact of textual features. We then present the proposed indexing method together with traditional and state-of-the-art vector representations, which are used to transform textual features into numerical vectors. As there are a high number of extracted features, we apply PCA to reduce the dimensionality. Afterward, we describe the clustering and regression analysis carried out along with the evaluation methods that are used to compare the effectiveness of the different indexing methods. The data processing framework used, from feature extraction through statistical analysis to evaluation, is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. DATASET
For all experiments, we used the MIMIC II database, a large, publicly-available database containing over 23,310 deidentified adult patients who stayed in the critical care units of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston between 2001 and 2008. We used the numerical features derived from the previous research of Rouzbahman [36] as a starting point. The dataset consisted of medication, lab tests, chart variables, and diagnosis codes. We extracted new textual features from the EHR repository of the MIMIC II database, according to patient ID reported in the previous work. These textual features were used as an additional feature in cluster-boosted regression for mortality prediction. The dataset was randomly split into a train set containing 18,648 patients (80% of all cases), and a test set containing 4,662 patients (20% of all cases). The statistics of the dataset is shown in Table 1 . The additional selected textual features used in this study (which were not used in the earlier study) consisted of three variables: 
1) DESCRIPTION
A written summary of the given diagnosis related groups, (e.g. coronary bypass without cardiac catheterization).The average number of tokens for each entity of this variable is 7.
2) DIAGNOSIS
A preliminary, free text diagnosis for the patient upon hospital admission. The diagnosis is usually assigned by the admitting clinician and does not use a systematic ontology. This kind of data can be specific (e.g. chronic kidney failure) or vague (e.g. weakness). The average number of tokens for each entity of this variable is 3.
3) PRESCRIPTION
Various representations of the drugs prescribed to the patient. The MIMIC II dataset that was used contains more than one thousand unique drug names. Patients typically received various kinds of drugs throughout their stay in the ICU, (e.g. Morphine, Sulfate, Furosemide Levofloxacin, Potassium Chloride).The average number of tokens for each entity of this variable is 1. VOLUME 7, 2019
B. WORD VECTOR REPRESENTATION
Raw text cannot be directly analyzed using statistical methods. Most algorithms expect numerical feature vectors, which are usually of a fixed size. In order to transform textual data into numerical form, there are two major tasks involved i.e. indexing and term weighting. In this study, we proposed the Bag-of-Entities (BoE) approach for indexing, and the TF-IDF method for weighting, contrasting the effectiveness of the BoE approach with the BoW and BoB approaches as well as Doc2vec.
1) BAG-OF-WORDS INDEXING
The first step in the BoW method was breaking the stream of text characters into tokens. Tokenization mainly relied on spaces between words, and other punctuations such as periods, question marks, commas. The second step was removing measures not considered in this analysis (such as 1/2/2010, 0.25%, 10units/ml), stop words (such as of, for, a, an), and punctuation marks (such as &, %, /). The remaining tokens were then normalized and similar items were merged e.g., Acids/Acid, Citrate/Citric, CefazoLIN/Cefazolin. We then created a spreadsheet for data mining. All unique tokens or words in the dictionary prepared during the previous step became a column in the spreadsheet, which each row being an EHR for the corresponding patient.
2) BAG-OF-BIGRAMS INDEXING
The tokenization and other pre-processing steps were performed similarly to those described in the BoW method. Instead of using unique tokens or words, the BoB indexing method entered each unique pair of two adjacent words occurring in the document as a separate column in the data sheet. Since there were many possible unique word pairings, this led to a much higher number of features (columns) than the BoW method. These word-pairs tokens included a number of non-understandable phrases, which were likely redundant or irrelevant.
3) BAG-OF-ENTITIES INDEXING
Using the CRF discriminative model, NER is a task of identifying the position of entities in plain text and classifies them into predefined relevant categories i.e. DESCRIPTION, DIAGNOSIS, and PRESCRIPTION. In this work, we first identified entities occurring in EHRs and then used the unique entities to build the term index. The unique entities from both train and test set were extracted using the framework in Fig. 2 , and then were used as the term index in word vector representation.
The NER classifier is a binary classifier, which identified the tokens in an EHR and classified them into positive or negative classes. For example, the NER of DESCRIPTION variable identified each token in the written summary of the given diagnosis for each EHR into positive class or negative class. Meanwhile, the NER of PRESCRIPTION variable was constructed to deal with only drug names contained in EHRs. In the training process of NER, all EHRs (containing one textual feature at a time) of the train set were used to train the classifier. Following this, the NER classifier was constructed by the CRF algorithm. Each EHR, consisting of many tokens, was assumed to be the same entity. Texual data from each EHR was first automatically tokenized and pre-labeled by the NER classifier. We then manually validated and corrected the annotated tokens. The annotation process was operated instance-by-instance according to its constituent meaningful units. Finally, the unique entities, extracted from all EHRs in the corpus, were assigned as columns in the spreadsheet (one column per unique entity).
All EHRs in the test set were fed into the trained NER classifier to automatically annotate them with the entities. Note that, the NER consistency is in focus rather than the accuracy. The automatically annotated entities of each EHR were calculated based on their term weights and then entered into the spreadsheet.
We applied the TF-IDF weighting method for all three methods (BoW, BoB, and BoE). The post-processing process removed features that had no strong relationship with death status, as well as infrequently occurring features (those referring to fewer than 2% of cases). Examples of the output produced by the three indexing methods are shown in Fig. 3 . This example shows how BoE indexing can provide more understandable words or phrases than the other two statistical-based approaches. Doc2Vec cannot preserve word order. It is in purely unsupervised fashion, where no need a label other than an arbitrary unique ID of documents. The features extracted by Doc2vec cannot be understandably interpreted. In the BoW approach, iso-osmatic, and dextrose are treated as separate terms, when they belong together, as correctly identified by the BoE approach. On the other hand, the BoB approach tends to create redundant terms. However, while the BoE appears to provide better indexing, does that translate into better prediction? This question was addressed in the analyses and evaluations reported below.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION
As most EHRs contain relatively little text, the constructed spreadsheet was sparse. To illustrate the problem, the corpus of DESCRIPTION (summary diagnosis of all patients) had 1,000 unique words, but a typical EHR DESCRIPTION field might contain only 5 words. After textual features were represented in numerical vector form (spreadsheet), PCA was used to extract features. The PCA provided the linear combinations derived from the projection of original features into new feature space. We then calculated eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the train set from the correlation matrix. PCA replaced the original variables of a data set with a smaller number of uncorrelated variables, principle components, explaining most of the data. After deriving the principal components, the component equations derived from PCA on the train set were then applied to the test set to create an equivalent feature representation with reduced dimensionality. Components explaining 80% of the total variance of the original variables were more efficient to operate on fewer variables, hence they were retained and used in subsequent analyses. This feature selection process was applied for all three of the textual variables. This process also preserves the privacy while maintaining the accuracy. It makes re-identifying individual records difficult, and there is no way to retrieve the original individual data from this summarized data.
D. CLUSTER-BOOSTED REGRESSION
The details of the original cluster-boosted regression framework can be found in Rouzbahman [36] and a similar method was used for creating the numerical features used, along with the textual features described above, in the analyses reported below. For the numerical variables that were not derived from PCA, we first standardized the variables using a standard normal distribution (z-scores), to ensure that clustering results were not influenced by differences in scale [2] . A brief description of the clustering prior to regression is as follows. First, k-mean clustering was performed on the train set. The number of clusters varied between 2 and 31, i.e., 30 clustering scenarios were run to find the number of partitions k that provided the best accuracy. Second, using the train set, a regression model was built for each cluster. Third, all patients in the test set were assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. Finally, the accuracy and coverage were computed. Dataset, derived from k-means cluster analysis, is subject to far fewer privacy-related constraints. In this work, each entry from the test set was matched to the closest training cluster which contained at least 100 patients. For the test set, as discussed previously [2] , it is difficult to re-identify patients from a cluster of 100 patients. For matching, the Euclidean distance between the current case and the centroid of each cluster were calculated. If the closest cluster did not contain 100 patients, then the second, or if needed, the third closest cluster was checked for the number of patients. In cases where none of the three closest clusters contained at least the minimum number of patients, the case was excluded from the test set. This procedure was run 30 times (N=30) for each of the 30 scenarios (k clusters, where 2 ≥ k ≥ 31) to smooth out the effects of random variations in the clustering and regression processes. We used the mean accuracy of the 30 clustering trials for each scenario to characterize the change in accuracy as the number of clusters varied.
E. CLUSTER OF PATIENTS
For preserving the confidentiality of individual patient, the original EHRs need to be processed systematically. Using textual variables, we clustered patients into groups so that the summarized data can be exported outside owner data repository. We used the vector space obtained from the BoE indexing method, where a patient was considered to have or not have an entity (DESCRIPTION, DIAGNOSIS, PRE-SCRIPTION). An EHR of a patient was transformed into a vector. All EHRs were then clustered into groups. We find unique features of the clusters by subtracting cluster centers from the centroid of all clusters. The difference scores were rank ordered. The features, which their absolute value were higher than 2.5, were considered as unique features of a particular cluster. A nurse with more than ten-years clinical experience, and academic experience as a professor in a nursing faculty assisted us with the interpretation or description this abstract view of cluster.
F. EVALUATION SETTING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The experiments compared the contribution of word indexing performance with the contribution of textual features performance in terms of their impact on regression prediction. The accuracy of the prediction of death was calculated from the sum of true positives and true negatives, divided by the total number of patients. The accuracy ranged from 1% to 100%.
The first experiment aimed to assess whether the proposed BoE indexing can provide textual features with higher predictive power than the traditional methods and the stateof-the-art method. Moreover, we intended to show that the proposed method can work well with different textual data i.e. DESCRIPTION, DIAGNOSIS, and PRESCRIPTION. The experiments were conducted using logistic regression as a classifier. 10-fold cross validation on train dataset and test set evaluation were used to calculate the accuracy of logistic regression.
The second experiment aimed to assess whether transformed textual features could be useful for predicting patient outcomes. After each patient in the test set was assigned to a cluster, the associated regression functions obtained from the train set were used to predict the death status for a particular patient. We conducted the experiments with four different datasets and compared our results with the baseline results from previous work [4] , which only considered VOLUME 7, 2019 numerical features. The first configuration was the existing data combined with the selected data of DESCRIPTION. The second and the third configurations were the combinations of the existing data with DIAGNOSIS, and PRESCRIPTION, respectively. The last configuration was a combination of the existing data with all additional textual features after dimensional reduction using PCA.
In this experiment, we used both logistic regression and linear regression. Basically, logistic regression is used with binary classification. However, linear regression analysis was in interest because it can be used with summarized data (mean, standard deviation, and correlation) [4] . In order to make predictions concerning the dichotomous death status variable using the continuously varying (non-dichotomous) regression predictions, we rounded the continuous estimate to the nearest integer value (i.e. 0 or 1).
Additionally, some patients in the test set were eliminated from the analysis because they did not match to a cluster of at least 100 patients. We also calculated the coverage for each of the 30 clustering scenarios. The coverage refers to the proportion of the patients from the test set who were assigned to the cluster in the train set and reflects how costly it is to enforce a minimum cluster size of 100 patients in this case. The coverage proportion was calculated from the total number of patients minus the number of excluded patients, divided by the total number of patients.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we first clarify feature selection result. We then demonstrate the experimental result of indexing performance. Afterward, the cluster-boosted regression using the proposed textual features was presented. Finally, the abstract view of EHRs, correlation between textual variables and classes, as well as top components are investigated.
A. FEATURE SELECTION RESULTS
The number of features for all case studies are shown in Table 2 . The number of features varied between the indexing tasks with the following ordering of feature number: BoW<BoE<BoB. This ordering of number of features was consistent with our goal of improving the predictive power of BoW indexing while avoiding the explosion of features that tends to occur with BoB indexing [19] . BoB indexing resulted in many pairs of words that were irrelevant and common to texts in both positive and negative classes. BoE indexing had an intermediate number of words because it contained multi-word terms along with the single word terms used in the BoW approach. Table 2 shows the number of features generated by each method, with the number of PCA components or features extracted from the three textual features in parentheses. The PCA features for each indexing method were then retained for use in the experiments reported below. For example, the DESCRIPTION variable was represented by 738 components of PCA feature space. After these components were sorted by percentage of variance explained, 34 components were used in the subsequent analyses because these retained features provide 80% of the cumulative proportion of variance explained.
While in the proposed method and the two traditional methods the features are uncorrelated to each other, Doc2vec tried to project a document into a latent dimensional space needing all extracted features. The feature of Doc2vec representation therefore cannot be considered independent and interpretable. We should not apply the feature selection on this feature space. As mentioned in methodology section, we followed the optimal hyper-parameter tuning of the previous work [24] , where the dimensionality of the feature vectors size equaled to 300.
B. INDEXING PERFORMANCE
The indexing methods and TF-IDF term weighting were used to represent the textual features in numerical vector form. PCA and feature selection were used to select the most informative features. The 10-fold cross validation on the individual DESCRIPTION variable selected by IG (Fig. 4) indicated that a number of features directly influence the accuracy of logistic regression for all four indexing methods. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 presents accuracy varying on number of features of test data. Obviously, the BoE method outperformed the BoB and BoW as well as Doc2vec methods for all features sets used. However, the number of features in numerical vector format of the traditional indexing methods may not be directly comparable. Thus, for fairness we also deployed PCA as feature extraction and selection. Table 3 reports 10-fold cross validation on train set and test set evaluation on three textual variables with varying percentage of cumulative proportion of variance explained by the number of principal components extracted. It can be seen that the number of components extracted influenced the accuracy of logistic regression (more was better). The BoE indexing provided textual features with higher predictive power than the two traditional indexing methods across a range of PCA components retained and even the Doc2vec method that used all features.
C. CLUSTER-BOOSTED REGRESSION PERFORMANCE
The privacy violation is very limited. A particular patient cannot be identified or referred to, because the dataset was transformed by PCA and summarized by k-mean clustering. In term of predictive power, the experimental results in Table 4 show that clustering prior to regression can boost accuracy in comparison to individual regression (see row 3 and 4). The extracted textual features improved both linear and logistic regressions. The combination of all additional textual features provided higher accuracy than using individual features (see row 5-7 and 8). For all cases, the accuracy of regression analysis on death status, using the dataset that contained all additional textual features, was higher than corresponding predictions that were based only on numerical features alone (see row 4 and 8). For the best performance in the test set, the textual features boosted the accuracy of mortality predictions by three percent. Clustering the test set into three clusters for the linear regression and four clusters for the logistic regression led to the highest accuracy. The experiments of logistic regression on test set was also evaluated using various measurements. Corresponding to the accuracy evaluation, the results reported in Table 5 indicate that not only correctness but also robustness of the model was significantly improved, compared to the previous work and standalone regression. For the combination datasets, the graph of cluster number versus predictive accuracy for the logistic regression on test set is shown in Fig. 6 . Since each cluster analysis began with a random start configuration, there is a certain amount of noise in the clustering process. Thus, it is not surprising that the curve shown in Fig. 6 is not strictly monotonic. As in the previous experiment, the 30 data points represented the VOLUME 7, 2019 
FIGURE 6.
Relationship between the number of clusters and accuracy of test set using logistic regression.
average accuracy of 30 trials, with different random initial configurations. The average accuracy used in this work was therefore acceptable. Fig. 7 shows how coverage (i.e., the percent of patients included in clusters) varied with the number of clusters in the test set for death status. Although the coverage graph trends to decrease as the number of clusters increases, it remains close to or above 98% for all trials. Note that the optimal solution was obtained when the coverage was close to 100%.
D. FURTHER ANALYSIS
To utilize relevant knowledge looking up in large confidential datasets without violating privacy, we proposed the framework which can export data in a form that could be used ethically in emergency clinical decision support systems. Based on investigation, the example unique features of a cluster included other circulatory system diagnoses with complications comorbidities, septicemia and disseminated infections, poisoning and toxic effects of drugs age >17 with complications comorbidities, and renal failure. This group of patient or cluster is related to renal transplant surgery and a Table 6 represents the features obtained by using our proposed indexing method. They were transformed from (DES)CRIPTION, (DIA)GNOSIS, and (PRE)SCRIPTION. Table 6 shows the point bi-serial correlations between the set of features and death status. The maximum correlation between a de-identified PCA feature and death status was 0.20490, obtained from the third feature of PRESCRIPTION. Even though the correlation of the criterion with the features was generally low (less than 0.25), the combination of features was still helpful in improving prediction accuracy. We hypothesize that the method of feature extraction with both numerical and textual features proposed here is likely to work across a variety of predictive contexts.
To better understand why the textual features might be beneficial to prediction, we performed further analysis on the textual features to discover the important words used in the ICU. This interpretation was based on component loadings which are correlation coefficients between variables (rows) and components (columns). We ranked the variables according to their loadings on the first component. The top 10 entities for the three textual variables are shown in Table 7 .
These understandable features are summarized deidentified data supporting predictive classification while also reducing privacy concerns. We grouped similar patients into 43402 VOLUME 7, 2019 the same cluster, so the features or variables are only useful in concert with each other representing cohort properties. Thus, although variable axis can be summarized and interpretable, exact directions aligned with individual patient axis may not be strongly meaningful in any human-describable sense.
Most of the description terms are general disease and comorbidity found in internal medicine. Most of the diagnoses terms show the frequent-occurring diseases and symptoms found in medical emergencies and in ICUs of hospitals. These statements are also highly related to the cause of death of patients in the emergency room. Most of the top prescriptions are regular drugs and chemical compounds used as the basic components of saline solution, which is generally used in all departments of a hospital. Consequently, these extracted textual features appear to be descriptive as well as predictive.
V. DISCUSSION
The results from the experiments showed that our approach (BoE indexing method) which incorporated the use of word vector representations, can improve on the performance of traditional BoW and BoB indexing methods as well as the state-of-the-art indexing method, Doc2vec. The BoE indexing was composed of both individual tokens and multitokens. Based on the top component scores for the three text fields in the EHRs, we found that single terms derived from simple BoW indexing method described the drug names in PRESCRIPTION adequately. However, the statements in the DESCRIPTION and DIAGNOSIS variables fields were better described by multi tokens derived from BoE indexing.
There are at least three benefits of multi-word representation provided by BoE indexing. First, it has a lower dimensionality than BoB indexing, but higher discriminative power. Second, with the supervised approach to annotating entities, the BoE indexing can automatically eliminate non-related tokens or redundant words. Third, multi-token words usually come with semantics, providing a more meaningful unit and more interpretability than individual words and random adjacent words. Although Doc2vec can generate lower dimentional vectors than traditional indexing methods, and still preserve the proximity information. However, this kind of indexing lose intuitive interpretability, because meaning of each feature is non-describable [37] .
Based on the experimental results reported in this paper, we found that Doc2vec underperformed the proposed method or even traditional methods. This result is strongly corresponding to those in the previous work [24] and [38] , in which the neural network based method is suitable with a large training corpus, and may needs benefits from pre-trained embedding model. The embedding size used in this work was the same as those of the previous work [39] , that still need to be further investigated its influence.
In the NER, moreover, we used a simple annotation process, which assumed that all adjacent tokens appearing in the same EHR should be grouped into one entity. The characteristics of the selected dataset allowed us to perform the training process of NER in reasonable time. One limitation of word vector representation is how to mark a word inside a general phrase and/or a token at the beginning of a phrase adjacent to another phrase. This is called the phrase identification problem. In addition, the labels of entity have not been automatically determined, which is also seen as a limitation of a supervised document classification work [37] . A limitation of the current work is that no mathematical proof is offered as to when and why the segmentation of data leads to the beneficial results that are observed. The best number of k was selected based on application.
With 80% of cumulative proportion of variance explained, equals to of a previous work [40] , the PRESCRIPTION provided the best predictive power in comparison to individual DESCRIPTION and DIAGNOSIS variables. The best improvement in cluster-boosted regression accuracy came with using the description text fields and the ordering of accuracy achieved by using the text variables singly was: DESCRIPTION> PRESCRIPTION> DIAGNOSIS. The addition of textual features benefited both linear regression and logistic regression. We concluded that the textual data can be used to improve the predictive power of a nominal variable, and even a continuous approximation of it, based on the improved accuracy in logistic regression and linear regression respectively. The distribution of death and alive patients was unequal. However, the improvement performance was confirmed by various measurments mainly including correctness (accuracy, preciison, recall, F1-score) and robustness (ROC, PRC, sensitivity, and specificity).
Based on the methods applied in previous work [4] , we selected the most suitable number of cluster based on cluster-boosted regression accuracy. In order to do this, we needed to conduct the experiments on the test set using equivalent methods. We conducted the 10-fold cross validation on the train set of raw data, clustered numerical data, and added in a numerically quantified version of the text data. The combination strategy of text-derived and numerical features outperformed earlier results obtained using only numerical features. Moreover, the quality of the clusters may be questionable. We validated the effectiveness of the k-means clustering by using Silhouette coefficient on our training set. The coefficient results revealed that the suitable number of clusters should be in the range of 2 to 5, which provided a strong structure capturing the segmentation of a dataset. Thus, the relationship between the number of clusters and accuracy shown in Fig. 6 (application-based evaluation) was agreeable to the results derived from theoretical-based Silhouette coefficient evaluation of clustering.
Leveraging unstructured data can be used to facilitate classification accuracy of the model using structured data alone. The accuracy of a classification prediction model depends on the diversity feature of the hospital data [41] . A hidden information can be revealed by unlabeled data [42] . Finding similar patients through iterative data clustering, summarizing the clusters, and interpreting the clusters in terms of the patient types, are the basic ideas behind our summarized de-identified data. As a result, this kind of data can be shared among many health-care providers without privacy violation.
This ongoing research of mortality prediction of ICU patients has still been widely studied using different algorithms such as SVM in a related work of Ghassemi et al. [21] , and random forest in a research of Miao et al. [43] . In this study, we not only focused on binary classification (logistic regression), but also continuous variable prediction (linear regression). We aimed to assess the feasibility of using textual summarized data for predicting patient outcomes. Thus, only 80% of the cumulative proportion of variance explained was used reasonably. The feature representation proposed here along with the compression of over one hundred record-level entries into each summarized patient type should provide a lower risk of re-identification than simply de-identifying individual EHRs. This aspect of summarized EHRs has never seen by related works [44] and [45] , which utilized clustering technique prior to classification algorithm.
Perhaps most importantly, the paper advances our understanding of the competitiveness of summarized prediction methods with predictions that have the benefit of using individual data. While the earlier research [4] showed that cluster boosted linear regression on summarized data was competitive (to within one percentage point of accuracy) when numerical features were used, the results in our work show that we can overcome the tradeoff between accuracy and confidentiality (with an advantage of three percentage points to regression analysis on summarized data) when textual features were added.
VI. CONCLUSION
The clustering of patient types into subspaces can boost the accuracy of regression predictions. In the present research, we found a corresponding effect with textual features, where cluster boosting with textual features improved prediction accuracy for linear regression and logistic regression. This advances our understanding of cluster-boosted regression by extending an earlier case study, which attempted to predict patient mortality in the ICU.
Preliminary diagnosis, diagnosis summary, and drug names in prescriptions were used as the textual features. Each patient record was first transformed into a word vector representing how many times the EHR of a patient appears in an extracted word. An entity-based indexing method was proposed and compared with both traditional and state-ofthe-art indexing methods. PCA with the cumulative explained variance criterion was used to perform feature extraction and selection. As with numerical variables, inferring recordlevel data from summarized data of features extracted from textual variables using PCA is virtually impossible when only the cluster summaries (including summaries of component values) are exported, rather than case level data. The privacy implications of textual features handled in this way should be similar to those claimed for numerical data [4] .
The proposed machine learning-based indexing with TF-IDF term weighting outperformed both Bag-of-Words and Bag-of-Bigrams as well as Doc2vec indexing methods. The proposed framework in particular can identify useful terms that are multi-word or phrases. In our case study, the addition of textual features improved the accuracy of linear regression and thus, benefited prediction based on summarized data. If individual data are available, then use of numerical and textual features can significantly improve the accuracy of cluster-boosted logistic regression in predicting death status in the ICU. In the present case, a three percent boost was observed, even though only three types of textual variables were added and correlations between the variables and death status were generally low. It should also be noted that while not considered here, the benefits of deep learning in representing highly non-linear relationships in data are an alternative to the segmented linear fitting used here. More research is needed on what types of data are better suited to neural net and the segmented linear prediction approaches.
There are many improvements that can be made to the work reported here. They include the use of more sophisticated methods of textual feature extraction, and the use of a wider range of text variables and other classifiers. While the improvement of regression predictions of death status in ICU using cluster boosting is desirable, it remains unknown whether confidential analyses of summarized data used for other classification tasks will also benefit from the addition of a more advanced set of textual features.
